
Efficiency and Advantages of RecoAcc Appliance 

[1] Edge All-In-One solution  

Appliance is a ready to use product with minimal installation costs and 
minimal cost of ownership. It has very small footprint and minimal power 
consumption with low power required for its operation. Usage scenario with 
stand-alone installation can bring a benefit eliminating any external 
connections from Local Area Network.


[2] All computing power is inside 

All computing and storage resources inside appliance minimise the 
requirements to the data channels and optimise the load on the network. 
Operations on the appliance don’t require any additional servers or 
hardware.


[3] Camera agnostic 

Appliance works with any IP cameras or Network Video Recorders 
supporting RTSP streaming. There aren’t any additional expenses required to 
replace or upgrade existing camera infrastructure. Literally any IP camera 
providing optimal image quality can be used for the recognition process.


[4] Cluster operation 

Easily scalable solution for system expansion as all appliances can operate 
in cluster mode with distributed architecture. A system can consist of 
multiple appliances communicating with central database and taking the 
reference data for local operations.


[5] Ultra compact dimensions 

Appliance doesn’t require any rack space for the installation and it can be 
installed in any small cabinet or inside ATM. Very small size with less than 10 
cm in width, length and height provide complete freedom in the selection of 
installation area.




[6] Software and licenses are included  

Licenses for face recognition for up to 5 camera channels are already 
included in the package. There aren’t any hidden costs, subscription fees or 
limitations. Also there aren’t any client licenses for remote connection.


[7] Part of Event Management Platform 

Appliance can operate as an element of distributed Event Management 
Platform. Any event from an appliance can initiate Standard Operating 
Procedure in Event Management Platform for further investigation process


